This website feature utilizes the latest Google search technology and optimizes the viewing experience depending on the device used. Desktops, tablets, mobile devices and even aging devices are all supported. Having said this, it is highly recommended that you use a current web browser for the best viewing and operational experience.

**SEARCH-SPECIFIC QUESTIONS**

1. **What is actually being searched by this feature (i.e., UBweblinks)?** This is an important question because this search feature will find all Google-indexed Urantia Book related resources that exist within any of the following websites:
   
a. This website: [www.urantiabook.org](http://www.urantiabook.org)
b. Urantia Foundation
c. Urantia Association, Int’l
d. UBRON
e. TruthBook
f. Cosmic Citizen recordings
g. Urantia Book Translations
h. Square Circles
i. Urantia Historical Society
j. Urantia Book related Facebook videos

2. **How do I perform a simple search?** More detail will be provide shortly but for now please use any/all standard Google search techniques.
3. MORE SOON..........